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(carla norton, s. drinkwater, j. gamache)

tonight I came here on my own
but will I have to leave alone
the music starts, I move my feet
I lost my love but found the beat
the lights, the sound, I have no fear
and then the smoke it fills the air
a splash of pink a beam of blue
then I see you

but are we dancing in a dream
or is it just the smoke machine
we know this is where we belong
dancing to our favorite songs
is this your usual routine
or is it just the drum machine
that makes me want to stay all night
'cause if you ask me to I might

the strobe lit up your perfect face
when I turned 'round you'd left no trace
you disappeared into the crowd
I disappeared into the cloud
the lights, the sound, I turn and stare
and still the smoke it fills the air
a splash of green, a beam of blue
then I see you, again

but are we dancing in a dream
or is it just the smoke machine
we know this is where we belong
dancing to our favorite songs
is this your usual routine
or is it just the drum machine
that makes me want to stay all night
'cause if you ask me to I might

the smoke pours down from high above
I can just make out your silhouette
I'm not looking out for love
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let's live tonight with no regrets
there's more dancing to be done
and now you're walking back over to me
the sounds are loud, the night is young
no better time, no better place,
there's nowhere else that I'd rather be

(is this your usual routine)
(or is it just a drum machine)
(or is it just the smoke machine) (2x)
(dancing to our favorite songs)
(or is it just the drum machine)
('cause if you ask me to I might)

but are we dancing in a dream
or is it just the smoke machine
we know this is where we belong
dancing to our favorite songs
is this your usual routine
or is it just a drum machine
that makes me want to stay all night
'cause if you ask me to I might

is this your usual routine
or is it just a drum machine
are we dancing in a dream
or is it just the smoke machine
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